[Microbial diagnosis with PCR will become clinically beneficial with a faster analysis].
PCR was introduced in 1985 by Mullis and was immediately recognized as a valuable tool in biomedical research and was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1993. Two culture-negative meningitis cases are described where Haemophilus influenzae and Neisseria meningitidis were found by 16SRNA-PCR. The modern real time PCR technology using fluorescent probes (hybridization probes, lightup probes, molecular beacons etc) for detection of the PCR-product or on DNA microarray chips, is under development for routine use. Multiplex technology can be used to simultaneously detect multiple microorganisms as well as resistance genes. Using super-convection with ultracentrifugation high-speed PCR, results can be obtained in 10 minutes and the amplificate can also be analyzed by DNA-sequencing to achieve species identification as well as detection of resistance gene mutations. The technique has mainly been applied to viruses, but is now slowly adapted to bacteria, fungi, protozoa and helminths. PCR is especially well suited for slow growing bacteria like Mycobacteria, fastidious organisms like Bartonella and contagious agents like tularemia, but also for malaria and fungi, where the advantages in sensitivity and speed can be exploited. The limit for application to routine analysis will depend on the development of simple and fast procedures for nucleic acid extraction, as well as interpretation of the PCR analysis per se, since highly efficient thermocyclers now are on the markets.